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A B ST R A CT  

Mazzuchi and Soyer (1996) presented a decision theoretic approach for determining optimal replacement 
strategies under replacement and repair scenarios. The Bayesian approach, adaptive in nature, takes into 
account failure and survival information at each planned replacement stage to update the optimal time until 
the next planned replacement. Under the assumption in which an item is replaced by a new one upon failure, 
the underlying process between two planned replacement times is a renewal process. The replacements upon 
failure that may occur between the planned replacement stages constitute renewals of the underlying renewal 
process. The times between renewals are the lifetimes of the items. Mazzuchi and Soyer (1996) made the 
Weibull assumption for the lifetime distribution of an item and used an approximation due to Smeitink and 
Dekker (1990) to compute the renewal function. Robinson and Aboura (1995, 2015) enhanced the adaptive 
approach by presenting a method for the exact calculation of the renewal function and its derivative due to 
Constantine and Robinson (1997). The method of finding zeros of a function, by Muller (1956) and Frank 
(1958), is adapted to the maintenance optimization problem, making use of the availability of the derivative 
of the renewal function. Robinson and Aboura (2015) made further improvements by providing a 
methodology for the assessment of the joint prior distribution of the parameters of the Weibull lifetime 
model. The prior distribution is determined through the specification of initial reliability estimates for 
different mission times. To provide a simple approach to carry out in practice, the authors developed an 
adaptive maintenance routine that uses the least squares estimates (LSE) and the maximum likelihood 
estimates (MLE). The approach retains the adaptive concept of Mazzuchi and Soyer (1996) but reduces the 
computational needs for averaging over the posterior distributions in the Bayesian approach. 
In their paper, Robinson and Aboura (2015) provide an exact method, due to Constantine and Robinson 
(1997), for computing the Weibull renewalfunction and its derivativeℎ( / , ) = ( / , ) . Another 
method due to Robinson (1997) can also be used to computethe renewal function to any desired degree of 
accuracy. That method solves directly the integral equation expressionfor ( / , ) (see e.g. Cox (1962) for 
general renewal theory) in terms of multi time-segment Chebyshev polynomial series.It is a method suitable 
for a wide range of probability density functions, both parametric and nonparametric. Thequicker method 
of Constantine and Robinson, dedicated to the Weibull renewal function was described in Robinson and 
Aboura (1995, 2015).Its extension to the Generalised Gamma renewal function is also available in Robinson 
(1997). 
Van Noortwijk et al (1992) discuss topics in expert opinion in maintenance optimization based on 
considerable experience at Koninklijke/Shell Laboratorium, Amsterdam. Some of the adaptive models 
discussed in the above work were based on the scenarios found in the Oil and Gas Industry. The precise 
computation of statistical components such as the renewal function and its derivative, for a number of 
distributions including the Weibull and the Generalized Gamma can lead the way to the resolution of 
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important risk minimization problems in the industry. Our goal is to attend the conference for enlarging the 
set of tools available to the community, gathering important aspects in today’s problems and discussing 
further the topic of assessing expert opinion in engineering environments. 

 Figure 1. Maintenance cost function for different parameter values in Robinson and Aboura (2015) 
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